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Greetings from psychic, medium Kelly Bowman. I am your host and 

organizer of The Gift of Light Expos. We are extremely pleased to have 

you for another fun-filled and empowering weekend. Please enjoy all 

the seminars and classes you can handle, along with the gifted people 

filling these booths. We have strategically chosen the vendors and the 

speakers all for a higher learning experience. May the Grace of the 

Angels follow you always and enjoy the show. 

Psychic, Kelly Bowman: “Ask a Psychic & You are more psychic than you think” How 

does your mind work when it comes to your senses? You are  able to use your brain 

waves to get the information you need to help yourself in your daily life. Psychic 

functions in your brain and how to tap into it. Messages will be given. Brain Triggers and 

how they Rule Your World  Senses, Third Eye and the Chakras, Depression, Colors, and 

everything you consume is what you think and become. Allow yourself to take note of 

these brain triggers and use them to the best of your ability. How to identify and 

conquer!  Feng Shui and how it effects us all. Psychic Readings for  Audience member 

will be given!  go to: PsychicKellyBowman.com 

Special dedication to our friend and fellow vendor, Stephen Lape who took 

over Pagan Presence for best friend and late Joe Estes. You will be sadly 

missed. Fly high Stephen, and we love you. 

GiftofLightExpo.com  

Patti Tatro - “3 Keys to Living an Extraordinary Life” 
 

Join this dynamic and fun workshop where you will have an 

opportunity to define, design and experience your dream life. I will 

reveal 3 essential keys needed to achieve the results you want (in any 

area of life) without the stress and struggle of trying to figure it all out 

on your own. Discover the 2 "Hidden" signals the universe is sending 

you right now. The most powerful question you can ask yourself. The #1 essential factor 

that determines success on the path to creating an extraordinary life. Start creating your 

dream life today. 

 

As a Certified Transformational Life Coach, Patti Tatro can help you design and manifest 

a life that's in harmony with your soul's purpose. Patti has 40 years experience as a 

healthcare professional, has devoted three decades to practicing and implementing 

transformational success principles and is licensed/certified in many alternative healing 

modalities. Patti is an inspiring speaker, intuitive counselor, master energy healer and a 

highly sought after life coach. PattiTatro.com  



Your Source for Museum Quality Rocks, Minerals  

and Unique items at affordable prices 

5911 Karric Square Dr. Dublin, OH 
 

Tel: (614) 553-7091 Text: (614) 636-8435 
 

DublinRocksAndMinerals.com 

Retail | Wholesale 



Vanessa E. Salazar 

“HARNESSING AND TRUSTING YOUR INTUITION FOR 
EVERYDAY LIFE DECISIONS” 

*Those attending the workshop will receive a Third Eye 
energy clearing, healing, balancing and activation.   

The third eye is your inner vision providing perception 
beyond ordinary sight. 

By using your intuition, you are accessing a deeper 
intelligence.  Intuition is when we automatically have access to immediate 
knowledge.  Have you ever met someone and just didn’t like them at all?  Did 
you ever change your mind at the last minute to later find out you avoided 
danger?  Did you ever know you weren’t supposed to do something and did it 
anyway to later regret it?  Intuition is our sixth sense, our gut feeling, our inner 
voice, our instinct, and much more.  We are conditioned to make rational 
decisions in our daily lives and therefore place our intuition aside.  Vanessa will 
explain how you can begin harnessing and trusting your intuition for everyday 
life decisions, or further develop it.          

Vanessa is an accredited registered member of the International Practitioners 
of Holistic Medicine professionally offering her services to clients since 2009.  
She is a psychic medium, holistic practitioner and paranormal investigator.  
Vanessa connects to energies; people, the deceased, objects, animals, land, 
homes, situations, etc. during her energy readings, energy sessions and 
paranormal investigations.  She connects and channels divine universal 
energies, archangels, guides, your higher self, saints, light beings, and energies 
from sacred sites to promote healing, peace and empowerment. If negative 
energies or entities are affecting you, prayers, general clearings, spirit 
attachment clearings, and energetic blockage removal  may be done.  Vanessa 
can also explain and provide you with different tips and tools on how you can 
clear and protect yourself.   

She’s also certified in numerous holistic therapies such as Usui Reiki, Kundalini 
Reiki, Integrated Energy Therapy, Jourei, and Metatronia Therapy.  She is also a 
Deeksha Oneness Blessing Giver.  Vanessa also offers a variety of psychic 
development and angel workshops taught in a group setting or to individuals. 

Vanessa E. Salazar, Psychic Medium, Holistic Practitioner & Paranormal 
Investigator 

*Mediumship Readings *Angel/Guide Channeling Messages  

*Energy Bodywork *Clearings *Psychic Development & Angel Workshops 

Phone: 614-937-3048 E-mail: psychicghosthunterv@gmail.com 



99-101 Gems by Celestial Dancer 
102 James Hafer & Jeremy Hafer 
103 Energy Healings by Jessica 
105 Sentient Metaphysical 
106 Dr. Jackie Barton 
107 Ravenwolf 4 Winds & Eagle Health 
109 MOJO by Joe 
200 Attuned by Design 
201 Psychic Polly 
202 The Emerald Box Turtle 
203 Uzuri Handcrafts 
204 A Design by LINDAA 
205 Momma's Rocks 
206 Momma’s Rocks 
207 Ross Fillmore 
208 Ms. Margo & Just Bob 
300 Zen Earth 
301 Pittsburgh Medium 
302 Shaman Jerome Howell 
303 Thomas Freese, psychic medium.. 
304 The Gracious Mineral Co. 
305 Inspired Life Solutions 
306 Doreen Channel & Katherine Gallmure 
307 Starship Cat 
308 Starship Cat 
400 Rev. Jimmie Burke Psychic 
401 Healthy Living with Dr. Sarah 
402 Pleiadean Cosmic Healing Discs 
403 Vanessa Salazar, Psychic Medium 
404 Aura Illumination 
405 Immerse Energy Coaching and Healing 
406 Immerse Energy Coaching and Healing 
407/408 NaCI TheSalt Spa   
501 Sandy Stephenson Healer 
502 ThunderGold 
503 Psychic Light Worker Dawn 
504 Stacey Donahue Artist 
505 Skin Care Consultation   
507 Your Family Psychic 
508 Mythic Moves  
601 Mystical Mantis   
602 Mystical Mantis 
603 HEALING COPPER PYRAMID 
700 Good Journeys 
702 Whispering Moon Designs 
703 Primo Gardens Inc. 
704 True Colors 
705 Wakan Drums LLC 
 

Booth Listings   *More booths have been added since the printing of this program 



Time ROOM A ROOM B STAGE 

11AM Patti Tatro 

3 Keys to Living an  

Extraordinary Life! 

Catie Singing Eagle 

The Divine Feminine 

 

12PM Thomas Freese 

“Spiritual Meanings of 
Trees and Woods”  

Vanessa Salazar 

“Harnessing and 
Trusting your intuition 

for everyday life 
decisions” 

 

Mythic Moves 

Dance Troupe 

Short 

1PM Shari Lynn 

“Are you Manifesting 
in 5D Consciousness” 

Rev. James Burke 

Calling all Angels with 
messages 

 

2PM  Shaman Jerome Howell 

“AKUYE OYASIN...  

ALL MY RELATIONS !! “ 

Learn to Belly dance! 

With Mythic Moves 

3PM Natalie Thomas 

“OYES”, Ignite Your 
Intuition and Learn to 
Access Abundance in  

5 minutes a day! 

Sarah Carroll 

“Peace, Love, 
Happiness and CBD” 

 

 

4PM  Kelly Bowman 

Ask a Psychic 

You’re more psychic  

than you think! 

 

Mythic Moves 

Dance Troupe 

SATURDAY Workshops 



 ROOM A ROOM B STAGE 

12PM Rev. James Burke 

Sunday service with 
Angel messages 

Sarah Carroll 

“HEMP” 101 - 
Overlooked, forgotten 
and misunderstood for 

nearly a century 

 

1PM Patti Tatro 

3 Keys to Living an  

Extraordinary Life 

Vanessa Salazar 

“Harnessing and Trusting 
your intuition for 

everyday life decisions” 

 

2PM RavenWolf 4 Winds 

“Animal Medicine” 

Shari Lynn 

“Are you Manifesting in 
5D Consciousness” 

Learn to Belly Dance 
with  

Mythic Moves 

3PM Shaman Jerome Howell 

“AKUYE OYASIN...  

ALL MY RELATIONS !! “ 

 Sada Nam Singh 

CANCELLED 

4PM Catie Singing Eagle 

Walking in the 
Footsteps of the 

Goddess 

Kelly Bowman 

Ask a Psychic, Psychic 
Business 

Gallery Readings 

Mythic Moves 

Dance Troupe 

SUNDAY Workshops 

GiftofLightExpo.com GiftofLightExpo.com   

Upcoming GIFT OF LIGHT Expos Upcoming GIFT OF LIGHT Expos   

  October 1 & 2 October 1 & 2 --  Akron/TallmadgeAkron/Tallmadge  

  November 5 & 6 November 5 & 6 --  Columbus, Ohio Expo CenterColumbus, Ohio Expo Center  

  March 11 & 12 March 11 & 12 --  2023 Columbus, Ohio Expo 2023 Columbus, Ohio Expo   



Ross Fillmore: Psychic Development: Getting Past the Fear of 

Giving Your First Reading. If you've been asked countless times 

why you are not giving readings and your answer has always 

been "I don't know how" or "I'm not psychic" or "what if I'm 

wrong," this class will help you get beyond that fear of giving 

your first reading. Ross Fillmore is a card reader and psychic intui-

tive in the Columbus, Ohio, area.  He has been giving readings for 10 years and has 

studied with many other psychics in the community. Ross is a trained Reiki Master, 

Quantum Touch practitioner, and Oneness Blessing Giver. Ross also plays the did-

geridoo and makes his own out of PVC.    

  Ross Fillmore Ross Fillmore Ross Fillmore ---   Psychic Intuitive Card ReaderPsychic Intuitive Card ReaderPsychic Intuitive Card Reader  

   Need a Positive Message? 

   The answer could be in the cards! 
 Intuitive Card Reader 
 Energy Healer 
 Oneness Blessing Giver 
 Didgeridoo Instructor 
 Crystal Skull Caretaker 
 Daylily Hybridizer 
 
    RossFillmore.com    (614)905-1284  |   Ross_Fillmore@yahoo.com 

BOOTH #207BOOTH #207  

 Enjoy FREE Sessions in our    

Healing Copper PYRAMID! 
ZEN EARTH 

Imports 

Crafted  
Bath 
Bombs 

Crystals 

Crafted 
Buddhas  
& Resin  
Products 

BOOTH #300 



Natalie Thomas 

“OYES”, Ignite Your Intuition and Learn to Access Abundance in  

5 Minutes a Day  

Natalie Thomas has always had a very strong connection to Spirit. 

She was raised catholic and always found it easy to speak directly 

to Jesus and the Holy Spirit. She is a lawyer as well as a mom of 3 amazing light 

baby souls who have opened her up even more in her connection to Spirit. As 

she has grown in her spirituality, she discovered her gifts to channel spirit and 

guide others in their spiritual journey. She has found true joy despite a busy 

lifestyle and is on a mission to help more people access spirituality and bring 

joy into their life through readings, books, intuition training, reading circles, 

and whole family retreats. She is always improving on her spiritual abilities and 

loves to share what she learns with those who are looking to expand their spir-

ituality. As Your Family Psychic, she is here to spiritually help the entire family 

as you grow on your spiritual journey. 

Jack Abrams:  "Animal Medicine"  

Rev. Jack Abram (RavenWolf) is a hereditary witch with 

strong leanings toward Native American Spirituality. He 

is an avid animal lover and appreciates the guidance that 

they offer us two-legged. His presentation of "Animal 

Medicine" will discuss the gifts that our animal relations 

impart to us and help those who are interested in 

connecting with their individual animal spirit totems.  

Thomas Freese - “Spiritual Meanings of Trees and Woods”  

Every tree/wood has energetic meanings, just like each crystal. Find 

out how you can utilize the healing and protective powers of trees. 

Tree Spirits and Wood Wisdom also has accounts of encounters with 

tree spirits and an index to hundreds of healing attributes of trees.  

Thomas Freese is a psychic, author and artist. He has written 10 books 

on metaphysical topics including many true tales of encounters with ghosts, spirits and 

angels. HIs recent book is Tree Spirits and Wood Wisdom which details over 100 tree 

meanings. Thomas crafts wands, jewelry, spoons and comfort birds from local and exotic 

woods. He offers palm, tarot and past life readings.  ThomasLFreese.com 



Shari Lynn: “Are you Manifesting in 5D Consciousness” 
Learn how to get back into your body and connect Multi-
Dimensionally  

Shari will discuss the Higher Dimensional assistance 

streaming into our Now elevated consciousness. You are 

incarnated at this time to do great deeds and assist 

humanity in its evolution! Learn what it means to let go of a limited 

consciousness, Embrace a New World in a New Way, and usher in New 

Vibrational Healing and Sustainable Ways of Living. 

Shari Lynn is a gifted insightful visionary and energy worker with over 30 years 

of study in the Esoteric. A UFO Contactee and Activator of Higher Dimensions 

Shari empowers others to embrace this Awakening of Humanity to be 

Ambassadors of Peace and Healing. Shari shares through her own experiences 

and work with Higher Dimensions to shift old paradigms to welcome the New 

Earth Humanity. Shari Lynn is the Creator of Pleiadean Cosmic Healing Discs and 

The Global Inter-Galactic Healing Experiment in Ohio.   

http://www.cosmichealingdiscs.com/  

Sarah Carroll: “Peace, Love, Happiness and CBD” 

Come and learn how HEMP based CBD increases your body’s ability to 
calm itself in stressful situations, increases the love hormones in your 
brain, and leads to an overall sense of happiness.  You’ll learn how the 
various cannabinoids, or compounds, found in CBD work along with 
your body to promote wellness and improve a host of issues.  Learn 
why quality matters and what to look for when purchasing CBD and 

the relationship between Hemp, Marijuana, CBD, and THC. 

Participants will be able to sample CBD tinctures and ask questions about their specific 
issues and concerns. 

Sarah M. Carroll, EdD, a retired Professor of Education, is on a mission to end human 
suffering and empower individuals to be their best with Superfoods and a healthy 
lifestyle.  She and her husband Dennis live in the country where they enjoy gardening 
and parent three feline daughters. 

MyDailyChoice.com/Doc721  |  DrJams@comcast.net 



Dr. Catherine E. McNabb D.Div. (Catie Singing Eagle)  

Divine Feminine Goddess and some of her forms in cultures Dr. 

Catherine E. McNabb... AKA Catie SingingEagle, A long time Minister 

and Teacher with over 40 years of experience and on Pastoral staff at 

over 10 churches, Temples and Synagogues over the years in 

counseling, family services, and alter ministry. Spiritual Teacher: Teaching in the ways of 

all major religions. Teaching specialties being in Indigenous Ceremonies of North 

American Indians, East Indian Bhakti Yoga meditation, and Ancient Spiritual gifts of the 

Spirit. She travels to small events, groups and venues teaching prayer, meditation and 

healing crafts, and offering medicinal products.   

Rev. Jimmie Burke: Open talk - Angel Blessings - Join Rev. 

Jimmie for this wonderfully relaxing and    calming angel 

blessing to begin your day at Gift of Light Expo! Jimmie is a Reiki 

Master that holds much knowledge about  healing and asking 

angels for guidance.  

I am an Intuitive Medium, Psychic,  Angel Communicator, Reiki 

Master, Animal Communicator, Ordained Minister, Writer, Life Coach 

and Spiritual Artist.  

Psychic Readings, Classes, Meditation, Reiki Shares and more at Psychic Readings By 

Jimmie. We are located at 7100 Huntley Rd. Suite 203 Columbus, Ohio 43229 | 614-370-

8838    | PsychicreadingsbyJimmie.com 

Shaman Jerome Howell  

“AKUYE OYASIN... ALL MY RELATIONS !! “ 

Jerome Howell has 39 years of experience in The Sacred Medicine.  

The Shaman knows that all life is connected. In this class we will 

learn how to defeat the darkness in our world today and triumph 

with strength and wisdom. The Shaman has 10 years experience as an advisor, healer, 

teacher, gifted seer, and is a sacred pipe carrier and light worker.  

See Shaman Jerome at his Booth. 



705 

BOOTH #106BOOTH #106  

Rev. Dr. Jackie  Rev. Dr. Jackie  ||  Traders World Building 6Traders World Building 6  
Text or call Text or call ((321)331-7746 for appointment  


